
   Bike Hashing is Back !!!!
• Bike Hire – Plenty of hire shops in Tai Po and Tai Mei

Tuk (HK$40 for the day)

• Standard  - If you can pedal for 50 km – you’re in!

The New Terr
2005 Bike Hash N

2005 Bike H
Date: Saturday 18th June 2005
Hare: Loco
Start & Finish Locations:
Leafy Glade, Lam Kam Road, Lam Kam Valley
Tai Po Market Bike Hire Shops

Bikers:
Hashers: DRAM, Bog Brush, Salesman, Prancing Pony
Golden Balls, Loco, Moonie
Visitors: Terry, Rowena +2 feisty females
Route: Kai Kung Leng Circuit
Leafy Glade, Sek Kong, Wang Toi Shan, Ha Che, Tai K
Highway, Shek Wu Wai San Tsuen, Luk Mei Tsuen, Ki
Next Bike Hash:
Date: On a Saturday afternoon TBA
Time: TBA
Location: TBA
itories
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Mud Sweat & BeerMud Sweat & BeerMud Sweat & BeerMud Sweat & Beer
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, G-Spot, Big Moanie, Go West, Lok Sup Gow,

ong Po, Yuen Shan, Fung Kat Heung, San Tin
 Lun Shan Au, Kwu Tung, Fanling Highway
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Rain Fails to Dilute Numbers

inuous rain all morning with the occasional crack of
ed to dampen enthusiasm for the first Bike Hash since
all the more remarkable after the chaotic buildup to this
the Bike Hash. As Hare Loco tried to drum up support
rticipants, the date changed several times and was only
 straw poll at the Dragon Boat Races the week before.

one to wimp out was Farty – the first to confirm interest
as first muted.

d from LSG, effectively the originator of the Bike Hash,
Hash veterans DRAM and Big Moanie, to more recent
Prancing Pony, G-Spot, Go West, Golden Balls and
hing in at the top end of the performance ratings was

onie and we also welcomed 3 ladies, Rowena and her 2
panions. Finally, bringing up the rear end was DRAM’s
Golden Balls and
Terry mount up with
Moonie and LSG
ready to go.
Salesman’s bike is
still undergoing
surgery.
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Big Moanie First to Retire

cident packed Bike Hash, many bikers
ced mechanical problems, but the first
ure occurred within 2km of the start!

ad the pack hit the ascent from Leafy
o Kadoorie Farm when Big Moanie
or assistance to fix his ailing back
 quick examination revealed that the

wn was terminal!

’s back axle was bent at a sick angle
l bearings bulging ominously out of a
ring.

 Moanie gave a despairing shrug and
ack - what a bummer!
Tail Enders Lost in First Village!

 drink stop, the Hare issued the instruction “Follow Me!” and it was off down the
 the right into the maze of village paths through to the Fan Kam Road. As the
 ticked by and it soon became apparent that tail-enders Terry and the Feisty

nd rescue mission without success, but on returning to the Pack, the itinerant
eared.

ns for the back markers to ride behind the Hare and introduced a “Buddy”
arning of lost bikers for the remainder of the Trail!
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Feisty female shows
how to get your tire
properly inflated



Off-Road Thrills & Spills

The real Bike Hash only began as the Pack set out from Ha
Che into the foothills of Kai Kung Leng. The Trail led past
pig farms, along muddy paths, through fords and finally up
onto the traverse of Yuen Shan. The bikers passed remote
village temples and low flying model helicopters before the
magical route across the watershed and onto the contour
trail eventually leading to the next water stop at Fung Kat
Hueng.

While Ultra Rambo Moonie took up position as sweeper at
the back of the Pack, macho riders Go West and
Salesman vied for a clear path to practice their off-road
skills!

“This is great!” drooled Prancing Pony as he slithered
through the mud, fighting for grip.

In fact, the Trail was following the classic route first set by 51
about 5 years previously – the secret was to find a way up
onto Yuen Shan that was bikable!

After the excitement of the traverse, it  was On-On to the
drink stop where Terry confessed that he was about 5km
away from an appointment with a heart surgeon!

By now, the weather was heating up with a relentless mid-
summer sun baking and dehydrating the bikers. So it was
with relief that they set off from the drink stop for an easy
“transport” section up the San Tin Highway en route to what
the Hare promised was a virgin off-road section!

Rowena leads the girls through the
first “technical section” above the
“Great Natural Pasture” just before
the traverse of Yuen Shan
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Salesman Surges Ahead!
It was “fun time” again on the Trail as the Pack negotiated Hare Loco’s virgin t
dumped rubbish – but, once past this initial obstacle, it was a helter skelter down
pools. The start of the Section was punctuated by a Bike Hash Crash for Pran
chance and surged ahead of the Hare to charge headlong into the undergrowth and
the end of the Section!
Indeed, so overgrown had the Trail become, that the Hare missed the escape route
checkback to find the missing link!
Terry Lost at Roundabout
e Pack regrouped at the end of the
sport Section” in preparation for the

n Trail to Shek Wu Wai San Tsuen, a
 was missing. Futile “Search and
ue” missions by Moonie and Golden
 failed to locate Terry, the errant tail-
r. Minutes ticked by until, finally, the
 announced that the Pack could wait
nger.
’s “Buddy” DRAM was left to wait for
riend while the Pack moved on into
her exciting off-road “Technical
ion”!
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rail. The start was skillfully hidden by a pile of
hill ride through thick undergrowth and muddy
cing Pony. Macho rider Salesman spotted his
 slither through the mud to emerge in the lead at

 onto the nearby road and forced Moonie onto a
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Pig Farms – More Pig Farms – and a Pigeon Farm

 of the second “off-road” section, the Pack followed a virgin trail along paths which twisted
st countless pig farms across the Luk Mei Tsuen area until finally tarmac was reached
familiar to SKH3/N2TH3 Hashers lead past a pigeon farm through the hills of Ki Lun Shan

rail was taking its toll. The Feisty Females were nervously checking their watches as dusk
SG was flagging. Salesman was hallucinating. Moonie was grinning.

e a decision to abort the “Northern Loop” Section up to Low Wu through Long Valley.
 would be a final drink stop at Kwu Tong followed by a race against time back to Tai Po
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Salesman dreams of doing sit-
ups in the middle of the road.

The Pack awaits the arrival of
LSG.

The Feisty Females call in
their recovery truck for a
rendezvous at Kwu Tung.

EditorialEditorialEditorialEditorial
more surprised than the Hare at
 expected attendance for the first

 over a year.

lanned route had to be curtailed
f a combination of late arrivals,
nd lost bikers – but that did not
r in the end.

yed a Trail that was near to 50km
hose who started and finished at
t. In the torrid humidity of Hong
summer, this was more than

as probably their first experience
g the back tracks of the Northern
s.

 can keep the enthusiasm going
r Bike Hash before too long!

Journey’s End

The remains of the Pack rehydrate at the Soho! After
this photo, LSG made an appearance sporting a
regrettable change of clothing!
“Lost Boy” Terry got lost again on the On-In to Tai
Po and appeared later still after a diversion via
MacDonalds!
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